
Summary
Regulatory Information Management (RIM) is evolving 
as a Single Source of Truth for product data elements 
across the life sciences enterprise. To build an effective 
RIM strategy, TAKE Solutions harnessed insights from 
our rimnet® industry experts to create our RIM Maturity 
Model. The tool is a 5-dimensional model to quantify 
an organization’s current RIM maturity and maps an 
effective path to RIM Excellence.

In 2014, TAKE Solutions first convened rimnet, an industry forum for Regulatory Information 
Management (RIM) professionals to exchange ideas, discuss challenges, and think of new 
ways to gain business value out of effective RIM. 

In our RIM work with clients, and in rimnet working sessions, we are seeing RIM evolve from 
being a simple repository for regulatory information to a dynamic nexus of broad product 
information – suitable for sharing as an authoritative source of truth - for the broad life 
sciences enterprise outside regulatory
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Integrating the elements of Effective RIM

Before going deeper into the RIM Maturity Model™ – let’s first define effective RIM (See Figure 1):

Effective RIM - delivers a single, consistent, and reliable Source of Truth, and the following components are 
foundational:

Event Excellence – The best RIM programs are those that handle events flawlessly, and event management 
excellence starts with an advanced Horizon View of upcoming RIM event requirements.  This horizon view 
includes clear timelines for event delivery and a workflow that stages the necessary components of submissions, 
commitments, correspondence and related.

      Figure 1. Effective RIM

reporting. A common theme we hear from our clients’ Regulatory groups is that they spend too much time 
putting out fires, and too little time delivering planned and fluently assembled RIM output.   Event management 
excellence is an orientation where all regulatory outputs are considered as discrete events, with well-planned due 
dates, inputs, and process workflow. 

These should be methodically structured to deliver accurate and timely submissions, Health Authority (HA) 
commitments, correspondence and other critical RIM outputs.
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Optimized RIM Processes – The insight we have learned from our clients and rimnet industry leaders is the major 
challenge from the number of manual work-arounds needed to assemble regulatory documents and reports 
Often these necessary work-arounds are a symptom of processes being changed on the fly to solve technology 
problems or system bottlenecks, and rarely do dated process maps reflect the daily reality.  These disconnects 
are areas for inspection and compliance risk and significant additional costs due to remediation – and add a fair 
amount of organizational anxiety which can lower the morale of regulatory staff members.

Roles vs Names – Regulatory resource limitations and staff turnover can lead to the sudden evaporation of tacit 
knowledge and process fluency – especially stressful to the organization given the deadlines and specialized 
nature of regulatory deliverables.   Many organizations have long-tenured Named resources that serve as the 
informal traffic director or department factotum, answering questions like “to find x you need to go to Y system 
and talk to Z resource.”  When these Named resources leave – the knowledge walks out the door.  Shifting to 
clear process with defined Roles (RACI) and training designed to keep this knowledge in-house to ensure that the 
deliverables are dependent on the role and not the individual.

Data into Information – the goal is to deliver Re-Use Ready, reliable information that can be constructively used 
within regulatory and across the organization.  Many regulatory groups use spreadsheets, shared drives and 
emails as workarounds to get critical documents and reports out. Also, unstructured and semi-structured data 
elements encompass a large percentage of the data landscape and this creates a challenge as organizations 
need data elements that are consistent, well defined and  high quality, and ideally with as much structure as 
possible. The promise of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in life sciences presupposes well-structured data and metadata 
elements, but these are still a relatively low percentage of the typical total RIM data elements.

The RIM Maturity Model – the Path to Strategic RIM Excellence

Figure 2 illustrates a High-Altitude view of the RIM Maturity model we have developed with insights from our 
rimnet members and refined throughour work with clients.  This level of the tool offers a taste of a very deep 
framework and toolset that we have been using to create Strategic RIM plans with our clients. The Model 
considers 5 main Dimensions across 5 levels within each (See Figure 3):
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Governance is the foundation and the stable context for RIM excellence and 
movement towards mature and effective RIM programs.  Many organizations start 
with minimal RIM governance, and this is often the best place for us to begin 
guiding our clients in the journey to strategic RIM.  The heavy lifting occurs in 
moving from governance level 1 to level 2, with the initial creation of a governance 
foundation.  Once Level 2 of governance is established, it becomes easier to 
progress to levels 3, 4, and 5.

Working with outdated process maps can lead to SOPs and Work Instructions 
(WI’s) that do not reflect reality, and this is a source of inspection risk and general 
worry for regulatory teams.  To fix this, we typically start process work with our 
clients by getting stakeholders together for hour-long Sprints to update single 
process maps to simply describe reality – workarounds and all. This is a great 
first step toward better processes and gets your whole team focused and feeling 
better about addressing regulatory and inspection risk.   Next, we help you 

identify, prioritize, and create an additional 7-10 processes and maps that need to be built or corrected.  After 
locking down these essential processes with your team, we help you define and plan for the expanded set of key 
processes to be built as you progress through RIM Maturity.

Once maturity progress is made in governance and process, the path toward a 
culture of RIM excellence becomes clearer.  Elements of change management, 
organization design, and regulatory strategy are key to building a culture of RIM 
excellence.  In building the RIM Maturity model, we considered having culture as 
the number one Dimension, but we found – in practice – that building Cultural 
maturity is a natural next step once robust governance and process foundations 
are set.
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Figure 3. RIM Maturity Model and Deep Dive Illustrationsl
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Through our work with multiple clients and the insight from 
our rimnet industry members on trends, challenges and best 
practice approaches, TAKE Solutions built a proven RIM Maturity 
model and developed a strategy roadmap for our clients that 
is innovative, easy to adapt and cost effective.  Our consultants 
listen carefully and work with you to build bespoke and practical 
execution plans that is customized to your organizational 
needs.  We believe our comprehensive approach will allow 
your organization to have the BIC design and a practical 
implementation plan that can align and track to your strategic 
and operational RIM objectives.

CONCLUSION

With improved governance, process, and a supporting RIM Excellence culture 
planned out, we next work with our client’s data elements to look for ways to 
improve the standardization, quality, and accuracy of data elements, and find 
ways to bring structure to previously unstructured and semi-structured data 
elements.  Our data maturity work focuses on looking at the business rules for data 
handling, source, needed migrations and up and downstream re-use of elements.  
Though IDMP has had many delays, we have a good idea of the requirements and 

vocabularies for Iteration 1 elements, and we use these to establish and/or migrate the initial fields and increase 
the quality and percentage of structured data.

If the first four dimensions are addressed, it will prepare you to get the maximum 
ROI out of any future technology platform implementation.  There are a lot of great 
technology choices in the marketplace, we can assist in optimizing your next major 
technology platform purchase, and our team can help you make the most out of 
your current landscape as you progress through RIM maturity stages.
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Ushma is a seasoned Regulatory expert with over 15 years’ direct experience in Regulatory Affairs, Quality 
and Compliance, Clinical, and Labelling.  She has delivered projects focused on design and implementation 
of regulatory solutions and has deep experience in optimizing regulatory functions including document 
management, registration management systems, and labelling.

Ushma Patel, Senior Consultant
Regulatory, QA/QC, Labelling, and Organizational design SME 

Priyanka has deep experience with electronic submission for US and EU countries, including NDA, IND, 
ANDA and DMF for US FDA. eCTD and NeeS submission (Electronic and Paper) for CP, DCP, MRP, NP 
procedures (EMA).  She also has expertise in handling tools like Liquent Insight, ISI Publisher, eCTD Express, 
RADARS, Lorenz Validator and various country specific Validation Tools.

Priyanka Rathore, Consultant 
Regulatory Consultant and Submission SME

How can TAKE Solutions help you?

TAKE Solutions works with clients to strategize and plan the roadmap to regulatory excellence. With over 20 years’ 
experience in life sciences consulting, TAKE Solutions can help you achieve successful outcomes for Regulatory 
Information Management. We have a wealth of experience in Regulatory, gained through numerous strategic RIM 
consulting engagements and technology implementations conducted for a range of Life Sciences organizations, as 
well as unique insights gained from our industry leading Regulatory networks.

Tom is a Regulatory expert with over 23 years direct industry and consulting experience. He focuses on process 
simplification – in alignment with solid governance - to help clients drive operational improvement in Regulatory, 
Safety, Clinical, and related functional areas.  Tom’s other key focus has been tuning and improving regulatory 
processes to help clients reach immediate ROI on moving to cloud-based systems. He also leads rimnet.
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Regulatory Strategy, Business Process, and Organizational design SME 
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About TAKE Solutions
TAKE Solutions delivers domain-intensive services in Life Sciences. In the fast-growing Life Sciences space, TAKE offers 
clients a unique combination of full-service Clinical, Regulatory and Safety services backed by unique technology 
expertise. Our range of services span from clinical trials to regulatory submissions to post-marketing safety, all backed by 
insights derived through proprietary industry networks forums. With a team of leading Life Sciences experts, best-in-class 
systems and processes, and bespoke, industry-specific technology and analytics, TAKE delivers successful outcomes for 
clients. Our global roster of clients includes large and small innovator biopharmaceutical companies as well as generics 
manufacturers. With operations spread across North America, Europe, Asia, and South America, TAKE is a Public 
Company, listed in India on the Bombay Stock Exchange and the National Stock Exchange. Led by a team of industry 
stalwarts and domain experts, TAKE has been growing steadily with FY18 revenues touching INR 15,872 Mn, (USD 246 Mn).
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